IDENTIFICATION OF DOUBLE AND MULTIPLE GALAXIES
Wlodzimierz Zonn* Statistical Laboratory University of California, Berkeley When classifying the double and multiple galaxies visible on glass prints of the National Geographic Society-Palomar Observatory Sky Survey plates, the writer noticed that nearly 30 percent of the systems included in Holmberg's Catalogue 1 do not appear to be systems of galaxies at all. The object listed in the catalog as the brighter or brightest is usually a galaxy, but the image of a fainter component may have the appearance of a star. It seems highly probable that these misidentifications were chiefly due to the effect of the strong chromatic aberration of the Heidelberg Bruce telescope on the plate material that Holmberg used. While the glass prints of the Palomar plates are somewhat contrasty, which causes occasional difficulties in identifying small round objects, the following simple statistics indicate that a substantial number of the objects listed in Holmberg's catalog as galaxies are, in fact, stars. Table I, centage of objects that the catalog describes as circular (that is, those with equal maximum and minimum diameters). It will be seen that, as the galactic latitude decreases (as the regions of the sky become richer in stars), the percentage of objects described as galaxies with circular images steadily increases. This is particularly marked for fainter components. Since real correlation between the percentage of circular galaxies and galactic latitude is hardly possible, it seems very probable that a large proportion of the objects listed in the catalog as galaxies with round images are, in reality, stars. In this case, at least some of the conclusions drawn by Holmberg and later investigators concerning double and multiple galaxies require reexamination and correction. To facilitate this, all questionable objects are listed in Table II according to their number in the Holmberg catalog.
A revision of data for double and multiple galaxies is in progress. 
